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software development has been a research theme on all continents,183

in a total of 63 countries (see Appendix 1 for details).184

We  also tried to identify the popular conferences and jour-185

nals in which publications on agile research appear. It can be186

seen from Fig. 3 that the International Conference on Agile Soft-187

ware Development (”XP”) based in Europe has been the main forum188

for agile research, followed by Agile3 in the US. This is not sur-189

prising, as the two conferences focus exclusively on issues related190

to agile software development. Other popular avenues for agile191

research are Profes and EuroSPI – both of which focus on pro-192

cess improvement – and the International Conference on Software193

Engineering (ICSE). EuroMicro and the Conference on Software Engi-194

neering Education and Training (CSEE&T) have also been able to195

attract some papers on agile. Finally, the IFIP community and the196

International Conference of Global Software Engineering (ICGSE), as197

well as the International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineer-198

ing and Measurement (ESEM), have devoted some attention to this199

topic. Thus, several research communities have focused on agile200

3 These numbers also include the previous Agile Development Conference and
the  XP Agile Universe, but not all years have had the proceedings indexed.

development. A vast majority of the papers (1064 out of 1302) 201

are from the top ten conferences. The remaining 238 articles are 202

spread over about 200 other forums. This shows that agile devel- 203

opment has received widespread attention across various scientific 204

communities. 205

An overview of journal publications (see Fig. 4) reveals that IEEE 206

Software has the largest number of papers, followed by the Jour- 207

nal of Systems and Software, Information and Software Technology, 208

and Empirical Software Engineering. The leading publisher of agile 209

articles among non-software engineering journals is the European 210

Journal of Information Systems, thanks to a special issue on the topic. 211

Yet another popular outlet, Communications of the ACM, has pub- 212

lished five articles on agile software development. Thus, we  see that 213

the topic has gained traction not just in software engineering but 214

in other areas as well. 215

2.3. Seminal contributors and their relationships 216

There is perhaps no better way  to understand a field than 217

to identify its seminal sources of information and the relation- 218

ships among them. Indeed, experts in bibliometric studies, such as 219

McCain (1990),  White and Griffith (1981),  and White (1990), have 220
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International Conference of Global Software Engineering (ICGSE), as197

well as the International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineer-198

ing and Measurement (ESEM), have devoted some attention to this199

topic. Thus, several research communities have focused on agile200

3 These numbers also include the previous Agile Development Conference and
the  XP Agile Universe, but not all years have had the proceedings indexed.

development. A vast majority of the papers (1064 out of 1302) 201

are from the top ten conferences. The remaining 238 articles are 202

spread over about 200 other forums. This shows that agile devel- 203

opment has received widespread attention across various scientific 204

communities. 205

An overview of journal publications (see Fig. 4) reveals that IEEE 206

Software has the largest number of papers, followed by the Jour- 207

nal of Systems and Software, Information and Software Technology, 208

and Empirical Software Engineering. The leading publisher of agile 209

articles among non-software engineering journals is the European 210

Journal of Information Systems, thanks to a special issue on the topic. 211

Yet another popular outlet, Communications of the ACM, has pub- 212

lished five articles on agile software development. Thus, we  see that 213

the topic has gained traction not just in software engineering but 214

in other areas as well. 215

2.3. Seminal contributors and their relationships 216

There is perhaps no better way  to understand a field than 217

to identify its seminal sources of information and the relation- 218

ships among them. Indeed, experts in bibliometric studies, such as 219

McCain (1990),  White and Griffith (1981),  and White (1990), have 220

ICT

What to consider

nAvailable resources
nPrevious reviews; the need; potential contribution
nOverlap in studies?
nAn up-to-date review?
nCritique; of field and own work
nLevel; journal, conference paper or for thesis?
nSingle author or larger project?
nType of review: “Normal” review versus “Systematic review”


